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Ghost of Christmas past
The RBI raises the reverse repo rates, thanks to something
that happened last November
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Monetary Policy
How inflation indicates the world economy’s health
Demonetization was a term that was in vogue since November 2016. By late January 2017, demonetization
seemed to be a thing of the past. And when it seemed that the effects of demonetization were completely
nullified, the RBI moved to raise the reverse repo rates in the beginning of this month. So how was demonetization
a reason for the RBI raising interest reverse repo rates?
The RBI had changed its stance from ‘accommodative’ to ‘neutral’ earlier in February 2017 indicating that the
RBI did not foresee a reason to reduce interest rates in the coming months. In the last policy review earlier this
month the RBI did not reduce interest rates, as expected. However, the RBI raised the reverse repo rate meaning
that they were still concerned about inflation. And how RBI controls inflation is by restricting the liquidity in the
economy through interest rates.
To understand how this system works, we will consider RBI and the retail banks to be just 2 entities that borrow
from each other. The retail banks borrow from the RBI at the repo rate which is currently 6.25%. The RBI borrows
from retail banks at the reverse repo rates. Until the end of the last financial year, the reverse repo rate from RBI
was 5.75%. The RBI changed this to 6% on April 6th 2017. Now, banks with higher liquidity will find it more beneficial
to lend to the RBI thereby reducing the liquidity in the system.
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The move to reduce the liquidity is to contain inflation. In March 2017 the CPI inflation was 3.81% against 3.65% in
February 2017, both of which are well within the 4% target set by the RBI. However, the WPI indicator of inflation
for February 2017 was 6.55%.
The RBI projected the inflation to be 4.5% in the first half of the year and will eventually rise to 5% in the second
half of the year. The RBI’s intent to reduce the liquidity in the system is not new. Since re-monetization, the
week-on-week increase in amount of money in circulation as on January 13th 2017 was 2017. On February 10th
2017, this number fell to 4.6% and one month later, on March 10th 2017 the week-on-week increase in currency
in circulation grew by just 4.0%. 1
The consequence of the raising of the reverse repo rate may not be profound on an investor, however it will
have a significant impact on the daily activity of the average citizen. The reduced liquidity in banks would mean
a reduced liquid cash for the investor. This can be seen in the longer queues at ATMs and bank branches in the
past month.
Unlike India, many other major economies seek higher liquidity to boost inflation and consumption. The European Union for example currently maintains a zero interest regime. Meaning retail banks in the European Union
need not pay an interest while borrowing from the European Central Bank. The zero interest seemed to have a
positive impact on the inflation in Jan ’17 and Feb ’17 where the inflation number was about 2%. The European
Union as an economy has performed well due to the low interest rates. This can be seen from the PMI, which is a
measure of the economic activity. The service and manufacturing PMIs has reached multi-year highs in many
parts of the European Union. The composite PMIs of Germany and France is the highest in 70 months or since
2011. However, the 2 months’ inflation of 2% was not sufficient for the European Central bank to raise interest
rates. Subsequently in March 2017, the inflation reading for the EU28 countries fell to 1.5%
Unlike the European Central Bank, the Bank of England maintains a near-zero interest rate of 0.25%. The inflation
in the United Kingdom for February 2017 was 2.1% and 2.3% for March 2017. Now, the Bank of England targeted
an inflation of 2.0%. Despite the increasing inflation of United Kingdom, the Bank of England did not raise interest
rates in its last policy review. Why? The UK formally invoked the Article 50 of the European Union constitution to
initiate the separation from the European Union. This could result in a slowdown in the British economy and the
Bank of England would keep interest rates to avoid a recession.
Japan has been in a similar situation as the UK is since 2 decades. The Japanese economy boomed in the 70s
and matched the US economy. However, since the 90s Japan has been facing chronic deflation. The Bank of
Japan maintains a negative interest rate. This would mean that the retail banks of Japan will have to pay less
than the amount that they borrowed from the Bank of Japan. Drawing parallels with the Indian context, the RBI
charges the retail banks for borrowing from it. With the raising of the Reverse Repo Rates, the RBI encourages
retail banks to deposit money with it. The bank of Japan however, pays retail banks in Japan to borrow from it
and keeps a negative interest rate to encourage the retail banks to boost liquidity. The Japanese economy did
see a growth in the economic activity. The Composite PMI of both the manufacturing and services activity for
Japan is at a 19 month high. With the economy doing well, it would only be natural to expect the average
income to increase. The wage growth for February 2017 was 0.4%. The Japanese economy witnessed a core
inflation of 0.2% in Feb ’17. While it may seem that the wage growth led to inflation, the household consumption
actually fell by 3.8%, the lowest since August 2016. This may suggest that the inflation for March may not be positive.
Similar to the EU and Japan, the US economy too had better inflation in the months prior to March. The core consumer inflation for March was 2.0% against 2.2% from a year ago. The inflation was expected to have been 2.3%
last month. On a separate release, the US’s consumer spending was not up to expectations. 2 The lower than
expected inflation may suggest that the US economy may not be performing as well as expected.
Based on global indicators, it would seem that the inflation for economies across the world was strong in the
months of January and February but weakened in the month of March. The primary driver behind this inflation is
the price of commodities. Namely, the price of oil. So what happened in the world oil market to drive the inflation? We shall discuss this in the next section

1 http://www.hindustantimes.com/business-news/rbi-keeps-repo-rate-unchanged-at-6-25-raises-reverse-repo-rate-to-6/story-c68xdkeuhO64s1FDK7MZUI.html
2 https://www.ft.com/content/7c20b024-165c-3510-b286-f8419dbe49b6

Commodities
Oil prices crashed in the beginning of March after reports of very high oil inventories in the US. However, the oil
prices rallied towards the end of March after OPEC cut production output in March and supply due to disruptions
in Libya and Nigeria due to insurgency. Additionally, China imported a record 9.17 million barrels per day in
March becoming the largest importer of oil last month.
While oil prices have rallied over the last month, the rally itself will be limited as shale oil production will resume
after a price-point. Therefore while oil prices may rally in the immediate term, the oil prices will be range bound
thereafter.
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Fig 2: WTI Crude Price over last 2 months
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Metals which had rallied over the last month have seen a correction in prices. With improved Chinese consumption and supply disruptions of metals such as copper, certain metals can be expected to rally in the coming
months.

Table 1: Commodity (as on 13th Apr 2017) and Projections. (Source: Quandl collections)

Commodity (quantity)

Price (USD)

Projection (fortnight)

Copper (tonne)

5,654

Ranged to Positive

Nickel (tonne)

9,690

Ranged to Negative

WTI Crude Oil 1 month
futures (barrel)

53.18

Ranged

Natural Gas (MMBTU)

3.23

Ranged to Positive

Zinc (tonne)

2,561

Ranged to Negative
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Metals which had rallied over the last month have seen a correction in prices. With improved Chinese consumption and supply disruptions of metals such as copper, certain metals can be expected to rally in the coming
months.

Fig 3: Nifty and Hang Seng over the last 3 months and range-bound in April
The equity markets have been rallying in India since the beginning of the calendar year. While the rallies had
sustained through the first quarter, the stock indices have been largely range-bound in April.
A similar trend has been observed in major indices across the world with rallies from the beginning of the year till
the end of March.
While the Indices in India have already achieved new highs, multiple factors will affect the further course. The
overall Indian economic factors and reforms from the government will enable further rallies in the coming
months. However, global macroeconomic factors will continue to have an influence over the rallying of the
stock markets as well.

Bullion
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Typically when the Federal Reserve raises interest rates, the value of dollar strengthens and gold weakens. However, when the Federal Reserve raised interest rates in its last policy review in March, gold rallied and has continued to rally since then. Why? Because despite the move to raise interest rates the Federal Reserve’s statements
indicated a weakness in the US economy.
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Fig 4: Gold Price over last 2 months

The US has been the preferred investment destination over past few decades. However, when there is an uncertainty in the US economy, investors put their money in gold. Gold is therefore an investment that thrives in times
of uncertainty. Alongside the weakness in the US Economy, recent Geo-political events regarding including the
US-Russia, US-North Korea relations have contributed more to the uncertainty and have enabled gold to sustain
the rally.

Table 2: Precious Metal Prices (as on 13th Apr 2017) and Projections. (Source: Quandl collections)
Commodity (quantity)

Price (USD)

Projection (fortnight)

Gold (tr.oz.)

1,286.1

Ranged to Positive

Silver (tr. Oz.)

18.56

Ranged to Positive

962

Ranged to Positive

Platinum (tr. Oz.)

Investment Strategy
Equity markets have rallied through the last quarter and have been range bound since the beginning of the new
quarter. However, with the government’s improved ability to pass bills and laws more structural reforms can be
expected to be passed in quick succession. The GST will most likely be rolled out in the end of the current quarter.
All of these will enable the equity markets to rally in the long term. It is therefore best to hold equities for a longer
term
With the RBI switching its stance from ‘accommodative’ to ‘neutral’, the RBI signaled the end of its rate cut cycle.
With the end of the rate cut cycle bonds of shorter duration will be preferable. It will therefore be preferable to
have exposure to bonds with short to medium term maturities.
Gold performs well in the times of uncertainty. A weakness in the US economy, geopolitical events such as
US-Russia and US-North Korea relations, parliamentary elections in France and UK invoking Article 50 of the EU
constitution will create more uncertainty in the world economy. In situations such as these, it is good to have gold
in the portfolio. But exposure should not be more than 5-10% of the portfolio.

Global Economy
A quick look at the economic events that are taking place across the world and the likely outcome.

Country/Region

Event

Impact(Projected)

US Federal Reserve maintains
status quo

• US Dollar weakens

European Union/UK

ECB does not hike interest rates

• Euro Weakens

East Asia

China continues package

India

RBI raises reverse repo rates

USA

• Gold Strengthens

• Commodities Rally
• Yuan weakens

• Inflation contained in india

Blog
Employee Financial Wellness – Part of Productive Workplace!
The most critical assets of any organization are the employees who spend more than two-thirds of their day at
the workplace. For any organization to grow and be successful, it is critical to have a productive workforce that
actively contributes and nurtures the organization.
Now imagine, would this be possible with unhappy, unmotivated or dissatisfied employees? These feelings may
not have anything to do with the workplace; on the contrary, this would more often than not be because of the
personal financial stress that the employees are undergoing.
The traditional mindset from an organization has always been a hands off policy when it comes to an employee’s personal finance situation. After all, the argument goes, if the salaries are being paid on time; it is upto the
employee to manage and plan their finances.
Recent studies* have shown an alarming trend where more and more employees are indicating that their
personal finance has been a distraction at work and has been making them less productive. What should an
employer do in this case? Increasing the salaries may seem to be the easy way out; but how much is enough?
Financial stress is the new problem that companies must wake up to and address.

Why Does Financial Stress Occur?
As the name suggests, financial stress is the stress caused by the ill-management of the finances. It usually arises
in case of debt, inability to pay rents, improper usage of the money, etc. The financial stress could be ongoing
and chronic, disturbing professional and personal relationships. A lot of health implications are also associated
with financial stress.
According to a financial Wellness Survey conducted by ArthaYantra across 100 employees, 87% wants financial
planning advice from experts. Refer to the infographic for more survey results.
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87%

find it difficult to meet
their household
expenses on time

58%

72%

68%
are stressed
about their
finances

say that issues with
personal finance
have been a
distraction at work

have not thought
about retirement or
don’t know how to
save for retirement

think personal
finance advice will
help them reduce
stress

37%

How Does One Identify If Employees Have Financial Stress?
Employee stress will manifest in many ways; from watercooler conversations to demands for salary hikes to a low
score in the employee satisfaction survey. (the Comp and Ben sections have the lowest or second lowest rating
always)
One organization discovered when the HR noticed a surge in requests by the employees for address/employment proof. On digging deeper, the enterprising HR resource found that these letters were being solicited to
seek personal loans by the employees. It was turning into an endemic problem as the employees were living
beyond their means.
While one can use the offline conversations and the dipstick check; they are by no means scientific. The best
way to identify is to do a specific survey to identify the level of stress that is prevalent in the organization.

Dealing with the Employee Financial Stress
Once you identify that there is stress, then what should be done? If you are concerned about the employees’
well-being and wish to help, an expert needs to be called in.
The SEBI-registered firm, ArthaYantra offers the exact solution by providing a special initiative for corporates. We
employ a scientific way in identifying the stress levels, and run a personalized program within the organization.
As a part of the program, the employees are made aware of the issues and then offered assistance in leading
a better life with right financial decisions.

Employer’s Aid – Employee Financial Wellness
As an employer, you cannot fund or resolve all your employees’ personal finance issues. But you can help them
combat financial stress by getting an employee financial wellness program in place via fiduciary advisors like
ArthaYantra.
With ArthaYantra FOR CORPORATE, the employer can identify the stress levels, have a specific program
designed to address the queries and worries of the employees. The program enables implementation at the
fraction of the cost it would otherwise take to replace the unhappy, stressed employees. This key transformation
initiative enables corporates to retain, nurture and engage top talent.
Secure your place in the successful companies list by helping your employees with Financial Wellness Program.

Media Announcement
ARTHAYANTRA LAUNCHES FINANCIAL WELLNESS AS A NEW
AGE EMPLOYEE BENEFIT
68% of employees face financial stress and it impacts their work
More than 85% of employees want their organization to help them with financial wellness
Financial wellness today is the fastest growing Employee Benefit program
Hyderabad, India, 18 April 2017: ArthaYantra, world’s only full service robo advisory today announced the
launch of a dedicated ‘Financial Wellness Program’ for corporates as part of Employee Benefit. This initiative
helps employers to address financial well-being of employees by providing them access to a comprehensive
financial plan, a roadmap to achieve all their financial goals.
According to Financial Wellness Survey conducted across 1000 employees by ArthaYantra, 68% of employees
face financial stress. 37% confirm that issues with personal finance are a major cause of distraction at work. A
large percentage of about, 72% have not thought about retirement or don’t know how to save for retirement.
Above all more than 85% of employees want their organisations to provide personal finance advice that will help
them reduce stress. Looking at these facts, it is imperative for employers to partner with experts to address
employee’s financial worries. These findings resonate the global trends across all corporates.
At a fraction of the cost incurred by companies on employees recreation and engagement, ArthaYantra FOR
CORPORATE enables organizations to help employees plan their financial goals and be retirement ready. As an
online advisory, ArthaYantra bridges the gap of servicing the large number of employees spread across geographies, by enabling them with an unbiased advice that helps them take the right financial decisions. Thus,
ArthaYantra’s Financial Wellness program helps Engage, Motivate and Retain talent.
“Employees spend more than two-third of their time at work and are a critical asset to any organisation. Financial wellness today is the fastest growing Employee Benefit program. We have received immense response from
many big names and are already implementing the program with a two-wheeler manufacturing giant in India
at multiple locations and world’s leading insurance company in Mumbai.” said Nitin Vyakaranam, Founder &
CEO, ArthaYantra

Employee of the Month
Hafsa Samreen
Hafsa is one person who constantly worked towards raising
the bar to become the center of CSD team. She has been
driving ‘A Positive Change’ in the team from the very beginning. Being a good team player, she is anytime there to
extend support to fellow team mates.
Her proactive work nature not only maximized the output,
but also helped AY meet customer expectations. With zero
escalations against her name, Hafsa is truly one of the strong
pillars of the team. Her dedication is greatly appreciated.
Kudos!

Way to go Champ!
Thanks for all that you do at AY!

About ArthaYantra
ArthaYantra was founded with the mission to make high quality financial advice available to
everyone irrespective of their wealth status. Our award winning platform, Arthos, uses artificial
intelligence based system and complex neural networks to generate advice across Investments, Expense management, Insurance, Loans, Estate planning, and Taxes. The advice itself
is explained by a certified personal advisor. We are the only fintech startup globally to have
been recognised by Gartner for digital innovation. Winner of Red Herring Global Top 100
startup award; Among the top 35 Fintech company in Asia as per Finovate, and NASSCOM
emerge 50 Award. Since our launch, we have helped more than 130,000 customers across
650+ cities and 30+ countries.
Visit www.corporate.arthayantra.com to see how ArthaYantra can help employers with
financial wellness program as employee benefit.
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